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Abstract - In designing large and complex backup applications software architecture plays a very important role. When applying design, 
there should be scope for versatility since it needs to perform under various conditions such as load/stress/infrastructure deviation. 
Today complex applications suchas backup software applications are designed for robust and consistent performance on various 
hardware platforms with zero downtime. Improving the backup application performance and its environment sizing are critical to 
providing a competitive edge. It is therefore, mandatory for improving the backup performance under various hardware conditions as a 
requirement in today’s data storage industry. Net App Bangalore 

Designing of sizing and performance requirement for this backup application is a complex task. This paper will illustrate overcoming the 
complexity by applying design of experiment methodology in predicting the hardware sizing, specifically backup Data manager node 
and its performance requirement. It will also address suitable practices for hardware sizing and predicting the hardware requirement to 
meet the critical service level agreements at customer environment. It will help them to accelerate their journey toward product usage. 

INTRODUCTION 
Several tools and techniques are used to determine the sizing of 
backup hardware. The sizing for backup and recovery system is 
very complex due to interaction of various components such as 
clients, server nodes or host nodes and Data manager node 
connected to the complex SANarray. 

Most of the hardware sizing depends on direct testing, measuring 
the performance of hardware factors and sizing requires – 

- simulating user load on the backup servers; 

- Backup Data manager nodes; 

- Recording the performance of the hardware system. 
 
These factors determine the system’s bottlenecks and capacity 
limits of the hardware setup. However, this conventional method 
of sizing misses many factors. For example: simulated data may 
be considered as an independent factor among other factors taken 
for the sizing experiment. The interaction effect between factors 
may not be accounted for, which is very much necessary for 
sizing. The tested data obtained may not be statistically sound 
(i.e., simulated data or collected data may not be statistically 
indicative of normal conditions); data may be skewed and contain 
experimental errors in it.Usually test architects follow the One 
Factor-At-a-Time (OFAT) methodology: the experimenter seeks 
to gain information about one factor in each experimental trial. 
This consumes most of his project lifetime in varying each factor 
one by one while keeping other factors constant. Some architects 
use the “trial anderror approach” to find optimal factors or values 
(this approach maynot give real optimal values). These drawbacks 
of conventional OFAT methodologies are overcome by using 
Experimental design methodology. Experimental design is crucial 
for efficient management of cost and man-hour resources. For 
example: assume a performance engineer is tuning the four factors 
of Linux- IO Scheduler (such as read expire, write expire, fifo_ 
batch and write starved) and two factors of Device Mapper 
(rr_min_io and polling-interval).Then a total of factorial 6! (720) 
experimental runs are necessary for obtaining the values of 
optimal factors. If each run takes 1hour to complete, he will need 
720 man-hours using the OFAT Methodology. 

Whereas with using the experimental design methodology the 
same number of factors takes only 2^6 = 32runs. While, for two 
replicates (repetition) it will take 64x2= 128 man- hours for 
achieving the same result using OFAT, Replicates can be added to 
get accurate results; the number of replicatescan be less. 592 man-
hours (720-128) can be saved by using experimental design 
methodology. 

Overview of Experimental Design Methodology 

Experimental Design(ED) Methodology is a structured method of 

conducting experiment and analyzing the response or tested data. 

First introduced by Sir Ronald A. Fisher, the English 

mathematician and geneticist in the ‘20s and ‘30s, the main 
feature of this method is to reduce the experimental runs. There 

are several design options under the ED methodology such as Full 

Factorial, Fractional Factorial, Placket Burman, Response Surface 

Methodology (RSM),Taguchi design Each of these methods has 

their own advantages. For instance, the RSM design is used in 

performance tuning or optimization; Placket Burman method may 

be used for screening out unwanted factors from a large number 

of factors within a system. In this work, Full Factorial design has 

been chosen from the ED methodology in order to derive faithful 

sizing results. The greatest advantage of applying ED methodology 

is to overcome the drawbacks of conventional method of sizing 
hardware. Many performance groups use conventional method 

(OFAT) for hardware sizing and performance engineering 

activities. The OFAT approach is good when there are no 

resource constraints. While using OFAT it is seen that two or 

more factors do not vary simultaneously. Due to this, OFAT 

cannot account for the impact of other constant factors in the 

tested output data. OFAT does not quantify how much factor1 

contributes to overall system performance compared to factor2 

and how well factor1 is working with other n- factors in the same 

environment compared to factor2 

These drawbacks of OFAT methodology can be overcome 
effectively by using ED which results in producing faithful 
hardware sizing results. ED is a very powerful statistical 
framework for designing the experiments for industrial product  
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Experimentation. This ED method uses controllable factors and 
their levels for designing the experiments. The Designed 
experiment (in the form of template of test cases) will be used for 
conducting the experiments. 

 
  2.1 An Overview of Experimental Design Methodology: 

 
Figure 1 shows the practical backup system, the main objective of 
this work to illustrate how experimental design is efficiently 
applied in the hardware sizing for the backup Data manager node. 

The Figure 2 shows the black box diagram of a system model for 
ED experimentation. 

 
The first step in using ED methodology is to identify the 
controllable and uncontrollable factors of the system under test (in 
the Data manager node hardware). 

Table1 shows the controllable factors decided by the storage 
backup and recovery specialist for this instance 

 
Table1. Data manager node Sizing factors and levels 

 

S:N

o 

Factors Level-1 Level-2 

1 No. of CPUs 2 16 

2 Device types Disk Tape 

3 No. of Devices 4 16 

4 OS type Windows Solaris 

5 No. of NICs 2 4 

 

 

Step 2: DOE Experimentation: 

The numbers of experimental runs needed for finding the best 

sizing factors are:2^5 = 32runs, for three replicates (repetition) 

outcome will be 3x32 = 96runs, for getting the same result from 

OFAT. The test case combination of all factors will be 96 runs 

obtained by using statistical tool called Minitab[], wherein we 

need to feed the five factors names and its levels to it, finally 

Minitab tool will generate the experimental design table (of 96 test 
cases). 

The experimentation will be carried out based on row order or run 
order of the Minitab experimental design table. Assuming that the 
first row of the test case table may have Number of CPUs =2, 
Device type =Disk, Number of Devices 
= 16, OS type= Solaris and Number of NICs=4 ,these factors 
values are incorporated in the testing environment and constant 
backup save stream (load) sent from clients to Data manager node 
as per the schema shown in fig 1. The tested output (Throughput 
in MBps) performance values are to be recorded in the first output 
column of the Minitab Test case table. Similarly, we need to 
conduct the experiments for all 95 test cases. After recording all 
the throughput values of all 96 test cases, it is checked for 
faithfulness by using residual and ANOVA analysis as part of 
experimental design. 

Once the output results are statistically sound then the best input 
factors and its levels of all five factors are analyzed through DOE 
Main effect graphs. We can also find the complete 
relationship/interaction between all five factors over the output by 
using DOE Interaction Effect Graphs. 

Step 3: 5-part Data Analysis 

Data Analysis 

Five important data analysis followed during the experiment.. 

Preprocessing data 

The high customary Deviations obtained from the experimentation 
cause most variance within the information. This data is helpful to 
grasp the outliers and factors destabilizing the performance within 
the information. 

Pareto Chart 
The Pareto chart gives an idea of how each factor and their 
combinational factors are important in the system. 
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The above figure 3 clearly indicates that factor B (Number of 
CPUs) and C (Number of Devices) rank 1 and 2 in the list 
followed by BC combination and so on. 

Outliers: Outliers, unusual observations in the experiment, can be 
identified using a Box- Plot. Outliers can also be identified using 

residual plots and diagnostic measures, such as Cook’s distance 

and DFITS.  

Residual Analysis 

Residual is that the distinction between the fitted price and 

therefore the actual price of an information purpose 

Checking for normality: The histogram or normality plot is 

used for testing normality in this ED framework. However, the 

Anderson Darlington (AD) statistical test may be used to check 

normality level. Residuals that are normally distributed should 

have P-value (probability index) greater than (significance level, 

α = 0.05) and AD value should be small. If the residuals are not 

normally distributed, transformation is needed to normalize them. 

Check for pattern in the Residuals vs. Fitted value plot: The 

residual plot gives a clear picture about the response data 

gathered from the system. Usually, the distribution of residual 

versus fitted value plot of the system should appear as a random 

cloud distribution. This suggests the residuals have constant 

variance. It should not follow any pattern such as funnel shape, 
mirroring of residual values or Rorschach effect in the plot. 

 

Check for pattern in the residuals vs. run order. The residual 
versus run order plot should be a random scatter. If the response 

of the collected data follows any pattern, then itindicates time 

dependencies and we may need to look into the governing factors 

of the system. 

 ANOVA 

 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is the study of variability in the  

 

 

 As a result of a change in factor levels, the output data set. 
ANOVA table provides an estimate of the main effect of factors at 
different levels as well as their interaction effects. It also ANOVA 
is the base for the experimental design and indicates clearly at 
what levels the experiment is valid, when experimental runs are 
enough, error levels and other interaction significance. The above 
ANOVA data was obtained after analyzing the tested output data 
(Throughput).ANOVA data presents the main effect and 2- way 
interactions are significant and proved in the Pareto chart as well. 
From the above ANOVA analysis, the P value of the “Lack of 
Fit”aspect is greater than significance level, α = 0.05 revealing 
that the experiment does not have lack of fit. 

 

 

Results and Discussion 

Main-effect analysis 

It provides information on how much a factor and its levels are 
influencing the overall performance of test configuration. In the 
context of hardware sizing, main effect analysis gives the 
knowledge about which input factors are performing better in the 
configuration 
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The main effect clearly reveals that Solaris OS, 16 numbers of 
CPU’s, 16 devices, 4 NICs and disk performs well in this 
experimentation. 

Interaction-effect analysis 

Figure 6 shows the relationship and interaction effect of all the 
experimental factors. The interaction effect provides information 
on how two factors interact in the experiment. The factor 
interactions may be positive or negative. In performance 
benchmarking context, it gives quantitative dataon how 
parameters work with other factors or factors in the same 
environment. 

OS performance with other factors (Inference from Top 1strow 

graphs) 

 Solaris OS performs well with disk compared to tape. 

 Both the Operating Systems scale well for increasing number 
of NICs. Windows OS givesconsistent throughput with 2 
and 4 numbers of NICs. 

 Both Windows and Solaris OS perform well with 16 devices. 

 Solaris OS and 16 CPU perform well compare to Window 
OS. 

#CPU architecture performance with other factors 
(Inferencefrom Top 2nd row graphs 

 The performance remains the same for both 2 and 16 CPUs 

for Tape but performance ofdisk is relatively higher at 

16CPUs compared to tape. 

 There is no change in performance for 2 CPUs with 4 and 16 

NICs 

 2CPUs architecture has higher performance with Windows (3 
GHz) than Solaris (1.5GHz). 

Number of Devices, performance with other factors  

 

(Inferencefrom Top 3rd row graphs) 
 

 The tape performance does not change either for 4 or 16 

devices, but 16 devices on diskgives very high 
performance. 

 The 4 and 16 devices do not have much performance 

changes for 4NICs; theperformance of 4 and 16NICs are 

better at 16devices compare to 4 devices. 

 16 devices with 16 CPUs architecture gives higher 

performance compared to 16 deviceswith 4CPUs. 

Number of NICs performance with other factors 

(Inferencefrom 4th row graphs) 

 2 and 4 NICs combination disk has no performance 
change, but the tape performsbetter at 4NIC. 

 2 and 4 NICs combination do not have much 
performance change with 16 devices for2CPUs. 

 

 

 

 No performance change with 2 CPUs and 4 NICs, but 2 

NICs with 16 CPUs perform better compared to 2 CPUs. 

 

Conclusions 

The optimal data-manager-node sizing factors are chosen 
effectively using experimental design. It was found that for Data 
manager node with Windows OS, 4 NICs, 16 CPUs, and 16 devices 
with a storage medium performs better. The other combinations are 
less reactive. There are other key results which we can get from ED, 
which we have not been able to get from any other method of 
hardware sizing, performance testing or general testing (including 
OFAT and Trail and Error method) such as: 

 ED indicates the statistical significance of the experiment 

 Residual analysis in ED clearly indicates whether the 
inference obtained is reliable or not and can be used for 

drawing further conclusions from the test data. 

 ED will clearly indicates errors such as human errors, 
systemic or pure errors 

 ED can set forth corrective measures using which we can 

proceed to improve the system performance and make 

changes for enhancing the system. 

 ED will characterize each factor separately as well as 

collectively, through which we will come to know how 

each factor contributes to our test output/throughput data. 

Interaction between factors can be studied only using the ED 
methodology which may not be possible with other methods. 
This interaction effect will indicate when to reduce unwanted 
tuning on non-interacting factors and least important factors. This 
method also helps us conserve time. The interaction effect 
presents a comprehensive picture of the experiment and the 
system. 

Disclaimer 

 

Sizing estimates area unit supported business expertise, data of 

machine architectures and on the market specification 

information. In actual use, relative capability and prices will and 

sometimes do vary considerably from these estimates. The user 

ought to validate size and value assumptions throughout the 
assorted stages of any IT project. This is often our greatest effort 

to estimate size victimization Experimental style Methodology. 

This work associated charts/graphs area unit for 

information/presentation functions solely and in no approach area 

unit meant to be an example of what individual clients/customers 

things might encounter nor a commitment or guarantee of any 

kind. 
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